When Your Image Matters Most

Lighting The Way
For our clients, lighting is not an afterthought, it’s critical to their operational performance, employee productivity and
safety, customer experience and their brand image. This recognition has been what brought them to Triangle, where unwavering commitment to excellence and customer service has helped build long lasting partnerships for more than 88 years.
We are proven lighting experts that understand the vast array of lighting options and what each can accomplish. With
a background grounded in traditional lighting and LED and controls, Triangle is able to help customers lower operating
expenses, enhance lighting aesthetics, avoid maintenance costs, and realize both energy and additional non-utility savings.
• Innovative designs and applications
• Lighting material distribution
• National turn-key lighting and electrical project rollouts
• Interior and exterior lighting maintenance
• Signage and specialty lighting solutions
Triangle also specializes in lighting retrofits and upgrades, replacing inefficient out-dated systems with state-of-the-art,
energy-efficient LED lighting and control systems. We prioritize utility rebate submissions in order to maximize the
available allowance for every customer’s site. This approach, combined with our use of DLC listed LED fixtures and
Energy Star-rated LED lamps, ensures that Triangle customers will receive maximum return on investment without
sacrificing performance or quality.

Triangle Lighting Services at-a-Glance
• Lighting and Energy Efficiency Consulting
• Detailed Electronic Auditing Software
• Lighting Design with Lighting Controls Evaluation
• Financial Analysis with ROI, IRR, NPV and
Cost-of-Waiting Calculations
• Photometric Lighting Layouts and Drawings
• Investment Grade Lighting Project Proposals
• Material Distribution and Procurement from
Proven Manufacturers

• Utility Rebate and Tax Incentive Submission
• Lighting As A Service Programs (zero out of pocket cost)
• Guaranteed Energy Savings
• On-site Project Management with Electronic
Project Updates
• Licensed Electrical Installation Personnel with
Background and Drug Testing
• Commissioning, Recycling and Verification Services
• Warranty Tracking with Labor and Material Warranties

Maintenance Savings and Peace of Mind
Customer engagement, company branding, and worker productivity should never take any days off. That’s why Triangle
provides nationwide planned, preventive, on-call and emergency lighting maintenance services.
Our experienced service professionals are on call around the clock, ready to respond with prioritized and timely repairs
whenever needed to keep your facility at its peak for customers and employees alike.
Triangle also provides Lighting Upgrade Proposals to allow your company to compare the costs of a requested lighting
maintenance repair to a new LED upgrade. Typically, our upgrade services can install new LED lighting for the same cost
your company is currently paying for its maintenance and energy requirements.
Contact Triangle today to see how we can reduce your operating expenses and improve your facility’s safety and functionality.

Signage + Lighting + Maintenance
11 Azar Court, Baltimore, MD 21227
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Your brand management and customer engagement specialist since 1931
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